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Blood serum lipidomics has the potential to provide biomarkers for the diagnosis of diseases. This potential has not yet been realized due to the following technical issues: 1) the many factors affecting the serum lipidome which are not disease related, e. g. genetics, diet, gender, age, medication, etc... 2) the hundreds of distinct lipid species and, importantly, 3) their abundances span more than fours orders of magnitude. 
In order to tackle these issues, we need high throughput methodology to perform a systematic lipidomic profiling of large populations to be able to discriminate disease-related changes and achieve full coverage of the serum lipidome. This creates a severe logistics problem and often serum lipidomics studies are either performed in a high throughput manner but targeting only one subset of the lipidome or they cover the whole lipidome for a small sample set.
To bridge this gap, we developed a mass spectrometry (MS)-based Shotgun Lipidomics platform that achieves high throughput (5 minutes per MS acquisition, 200 samples per day per MS instrument including sample preparation) combined with high lipidomic coverage (more than 20 different lipid classes encompassing around 300 lipid species) in a single MS acquisition.
In order to achieve this performance, we had to adapt sample preparation to a robotic set-up. By doing this, we could produce spectra virtually identical to manually extracted samples with less variation between replicates. On the MS side, we took advantage of the QExactive hardware features that allow for fast polarity switching, fast and safe precursor selection for MSMS experiments and high mass accuracy and resolution. The combination of these features allowed the acquisition of multiple complementary MS scans in the same acquisition that enabled us to generate full lipidomic coverage. We also developed a new software solution for lipid identification and quantification that can handle hundreds of acquisitions in a few minutes with full lipidomic characterization.
We screened 1000 serum samples from fasted individuals belonging to a prospective population-based cohort, the Malmö Diet and Cancer Study, that were followed up for 18 years regarding incidence of type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM), coronary events (CE) and colorectal cancer (CRC). Overall, a total of 211 individuals with incident CE, 213 with incident DM, 105 with incident CRC and 471 controls were analyzed. We aimed to establish whether there are characteristic changes of the serum lipidome which precede clinically overt DM, CE and CRC. A systematic statistical analysis of the data is currently under way.

